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COMPOSITIONAL REPRESENTATION OF RATIONAL
FUNCTIONS (*)

by T. HARJU C1), H. C. M. KLEUN (2) and M. LATTEUX (3)

Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Abstract. - The rational functions are shown to coincide with the compositions of endmarkings,
morphisms and inverses of injective morphisms. To represent a rational function x we need one
ednmarking \xm, two morphisms au <x3 and one inverse of an injective morphism <x2 and then

Resumé. — On montre que les fonctions rationnelles coïncident avec les compositions de marquages

\im est un marquage terminal, <xly ot3

Résume. — On montre que les jonctions rationnelles coïncident r _ _ ._,. . u
terminaux, morphismes et inverses de morphismes injectifs. Plus précisément, toute fonction
rationnelle x se représente sous la forme T = (xma1 a^"1 a3 où jx,
sont des morphismes et a2 est un morphisme injectif

1. INTRODUCTION

In [5] and [9] it has been shown that a mapping x is a rational transduction
if and only if it has a factorization of the form XT = (xm) a for ail x. Hère m
is an endmarker symbol and a is a composition of morphisms and inverse
morphisms. The endmarker can in gênerai not be avoided, see [7] and [4],
The transductions realized by simple transducers can, however, be represented
without the use of endmarkers. In [10] and in [7] it has been shown that they
form precisely the class of mappings representable by a composition of
morphisms and inverse morphisms. In addition it is known from [7] and
[8] that such compositions can be assumed to be of length four. As a matter
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2 4 4 T. HARJU, H. C. M. KLEUN, M. LATTEUX

of fact length four is necessary and sufficient to characterize the whole class
of these compositions.

In this paper we investigate the effect on the compositional représentations
when the class of rational transductions is restricted to the class of rational
functions. We are in particuiar interested in obtaining an "injective" composi-
tional characterization. It turns out that indeed the inverse morphisms can
be replaced by inverses of injective morphisms. Moreover, in this case length
three is necessary and sufficient to characterize the whole class of composi-
tions of morphisms and inverses of injective morphisms. This class turns out
to coïncide with the rational functions realizable by simple transducers and
having a free monoid as their domain.

In the case of rational functions that are realized by simple transducers
we lack a characterization in terms of naturally arising compositions. In fact,
these functions do not seem to possess such a characterization.

2. PRELIMINAIRES

We refer to [1] and [3] for the preîiminary results on automata theory. For
convenience we give here some notations and terminology which come into
use in this paper.

A transducer T=(QT, ET, ÀT, ö r , qT, FT) consists of a fmite set QT of
states, input alphabet E r , output alphabet AT, fmite transition relation
§ r£ QT X £'* x A* x ÖT5 initial state qT, and final state set FT. The morphisms
IT: Sf —» S £ and WT: 8 £ -> À£ are defïned by (q, x, y, p)IT — x and
(q, x, y, p) WT = y for ail (q, x, y, p)edT. A séquence g of transitions (qt, xt,
y** $i +1)> *:~ -U 2, . . ., k, is a computation of T from qt to qk+1 and it produces
the output g WT — y1y2. . .yk from the input gIT = xix2. . .xk. For q, peQT,
^V(#> P) dénotes the set of ail computations of Tîxom q to p. By convention,
the empty computation is an element of C€T {q, q) for ali states q. The set of
ail computations of T forms a regular subset ^T of h*. Further, a computa-
tioa g e ̂ T is accepting if g 6 ̂ T (qT, p) for some p e FT. The set of all accepting
computations of T forms a regular subset s$r oih%.

Let T be a transducer defined as above. T realizes the rational transduction
by

By xxT we dénote the set {yj(x, y)exT). The domain of a rational
transduction xT is the regular subset dom (xT) = {x | x xT # 0 } of E f. Similarly,
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COMPOSITIONAL REPRESENTATION OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 245

ran(TT)={j;|yexxT for some x}. In this paper we consider only transducers
with nonempty domains. This is not a restriction to our results.

The transducer T is said to realize a rational function xT if xT is a partial
function from Ef into A£, that is, if card(xxT)^l for all i e l * .

The transducer T is unambiguous if for all xeE* there exists at most one
accepting computation ge<s$T with gIT = x. Clearly the rational transduction
realized by an unambiguous transducer is a rational function.

A transducer T is called simple if FT= {qT}, that is, if the unique final
state of T equals the initial state of T. If T is simple, then clearly
(x1x r)(x2T r)^(x1x2)x r . whenever xfedom(xr) for i~l, 2. Moreover, if T
is simple and xT is a partial function then the domain of xT is a monoid. Also,
in this case l x T = l and (x1x2)xT = (x1x r)(x2T r) for all x1; x2edom(TT).

We use ^~(^, respectively) to dénote the family of all rational transduc-
tions (rational functions, respectively). £T^ G^%, respectively) is the family of
all rational transductions (rational functions, respectively) realizable by simple
transducers. Further, %{^£^ respectively) dénotes the family of all rational
transductions realizable by unambiguous (simple unambiguous, respectively)
transducers.

Afinite automaton A is identified with a transducer which has a transition
relation ô , E 0 , x E . x {1) x Q,

3. NORMALIZED TRANSDUCERS

In this section we establish some normal form results for transducers and
in particular for transducers which realize rational functions. Emphasis is on
the élimination of transitions which read the empty word 1.

For an arbitrary transducer T we may assume without loss of generality
that T satisfies the following five conditions.

(1) 5riÖrx(SrU{l})xA*xoT,

(2) for all q e QT, there is a computation g t g2 e séT such that g1 e
<êT (qT, q)

and g 2 e^ r (# , p) for some peFT,

(3) either T is simple or (q, x, y, p)e5T implies that p^qT,

(4) (q, 1, y, p)e§T implies that either y^lor q-qT and p^qT,

(5) FT is a singleton and either T is simple or (q, x, y, /?)e§ r implies that

These conditions are valid also for the unambiguous transducers. We omit
hère the straightforward proofs of these normal form results.

vol. 26, n° 3, 1992



246 T. HARJU, H. C. M. KLEUN, M. LATTEUX

Let then T be a transducer which realizes a rational function. By the
above Imay be assumed to satisfy the conditions (l)-(5). Since xr is a partial
function, there is a bound on the lengths of the computations ge^T for
which gIT=l. This is because otherwise, by (4), there would be a qeQT and
a computation g1e

<ëT{q, q) such that g t ZT = 1 and gx WT^\. Hence, by (2),
for some computations g0, g2 we would have gog1g2, go§2e^r w^
(gogiS2)WT¥i(gog2)W/

T, which would contradict the functionality ofxT.
After this observation we can continue by standard methods and eliminate
the transitions (q, 1, y, p) of T for which q¥^qT or p£FT by combining them
with the neighbouring transitions. Hence the transitions that read the empty
word are of the form (qT, 1, y, p), where peFT~ {qT}. The resulting trans-
ducer is equivalent to T and satisfies (1), (3), (4) and (5). Condition (2) is
easily restored. If T is unambiguous (simple) then the new transducer is also
unambiguous (simple).

Ail this leads to the conclusion that a transducer T realizing a rational
function can be assumed to satisfy the conditions (l)-(6), where

(6) if(q9 l9y,p)ebT9 then q = qT9 qT$FTi and FT={p}.

Thus transducers realizing rational functions do not need more than one
transition reading the empty word. In particular, simple transducers realizing
rational functions can be assumed to have no transitions reading the empty
word.

A transducer T realizing a rational function and satisfying the
conditions (l)-(6) is called normalized. Our observations lead to the following
conclusion.

LEMMA 3 .1 : Let T be a {simple, unambiguous) transducer realizing a rational
function. Then a normalized {simple, unambiguous) transducer realizing x r can
be constructed.

Unambiguous transducers realize rational functions. Conversely, in [1] and
[3] it was shown by using the cross section theorem that each rational function
can be realized by an unambiguous transducer. Our représentation results
are based on the structure of the transducers realizing rational functions. For
this reason we reprove this unambiguity resuit by purely automata theoretic
means.

LEMMA 3.2: Let x e SF. Then an unambiguous normalized transducer
realizing x can be constructed.

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications



COMPOSITIONAL REPRESENTATION OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 247

Proof: Let T be a normalized transducer realizing x: X* -> A* and let
QT—{q0, . . ., qn}, where qr = clo- Defme a new transducer V by letting
g F = QT x ̂ , where 9 is the family of all subsets of QT: for each (q, S)eQv

and a e Z u j l } let

(iq,S)9a9y,(qi9R))e&y

if and only if (q, a, y, #i)e§T and

R = U { T | (/>, a, M, r) G 8T for some w e A* }

U {#ƒ!(#, <s, v, qj)ebT ïor j<i and for some veA* }.

={O, R)\peFT,Rr\FT=0}.
Let p: 8* -> Ô* be a morphism defined by ((q, S), a, y, (p, R)) p = (q, a, y, p)

for all ((#, S), a, y, (p, R))ebv, Then gpe<srfT for all gssév and thus TKiT r .
On the other hand let hesfT be a minimal computation of T for a given
input x and an output ^ = xx r according to the ordering of the sates qti

z = 0, 1, . . . , « , of T. By the construction of V there is a unique computation
gtséy such that gp^h. Thus TTixK. Clearly Fis unambiguous.

Finally we normalize the transduceer V, This process preserves the unam-
biguity. In fact, we need only to normalize V with respect to the
condition (2). •

Note that the construction given in the above proof does not preserve
simplicity. Hence we have obtained (only) that $F = ÖU,

THEOREM 3.1: Let x e J . Then x e F if and only if it can be realized by an
unambiguous normalized transducer.

4. RATIONAL COMPOSITIONS AND RATIONAL FUNCTIONS

Let ffl {3%'ƒ, respectively) be the family of all morphisms (injective mor-
phisms, respectively) between finitely generated word monoids, and let Jf ~1

p^j"1 , respectively) be the set of the inverse of morphisms from ^ ( J ^ j ,
respectively).

A morphic composition x is a composition of morphisms and inverses of
morphisms between word monoids, x = a^1. . . â n, where sf = 1 or — 1 for all
/=1, 2, . . ., n. The family of the morphic compositions is denoted by
(Jf U ^ " 1 ) * and the family of all morphic compositions with injective
morphisms as inverses is denoted by (jf U ^fj"1)*.

vol. 26, n° 3, 1992



2 4 8 T. HARJU, H. C. M. KLEUN, M. LATTEUX

A marker \im is a mapping which sets a special symbol m at the end of
each word, that is, |im:2* -» (SU {m})* is defîned by x\im-xm for ail
i e l * . We dénote by M the family of all markers.

Compositions of markers and morphic compositions are called rationa!
compositions. It is clear that every rational composition is a rational trans-
duction. Also the converse holds, see [5], [9].

The following was proved in [7], [8], and [10].

THEOREM 4.1: (a) &~J(3fe~x ^^e~x tf =*(Jt \J #e

(b) â'^3^^1^^^x^^^^^x^?M>~1^{^\JM'-1Y.

We adapt now the gênerai idea {see [7] or [10]) behind the construction of
equivalent rational compositions for transducers in order to obtain an "injec-
tive" représentation for rational fonctions.

LEMMA 4.1: For each xTe^ there is axvë<F. such that xT=\im.iv, where
\im is a marker.

Proof: The transducer T can be assumed to be unambiguous and normaii-
zed. Let m be a new symbol. Define V—{QT, £ T U {m}> Ar, SK, qTi {qT}),
by ôK-5TU{(/>> m, 1, qT)}, where FT -{p}. Clearly, V is simple, normalized
and unambiguous. Since in Teither qt~p or qT has no in-coming transitions
and p has no out-going transitions, it follows that dom (xv) ~ ((dom (tT)). m)*,
and (xm)xv — xxT for ail xedom(TT). D

Let T be a normalized simple transducer. Let ôr={#o> - • •> Qn} w i t n

q0 - qT. Let E - £ r U { d}, where d is a new symbol. Define
(i) aj: I j f - ^ b y f l a ^ a r f 2 * - 1 fo ra l l a€ l r ;

(ii) a2: SJ-*I* by (qi9 a, y, q^a^d2*'1 ad2"~2J for ail (qh a, y, qj)eST;

(iii) a3: SJ -^ A^ by fo, Û, J , ̂ )ot.3-y for ail fes a, >, ^ ) e § r .

Since r has no transitions reading the empty word we immediately obtain

LEMMA 4.2: Let T be a normalized simple transducer and let the morphisms
ötf, i- 1, 2, 3, £>£ definedfor Tas above. Then xT-a1 a^1 oc3.

Clearly, for every Tthe morphism ax is injective. In the case of a normalized
unambiguous simple transducer also oc2 is injective.

LEMMA 4.3: Let T be a normalized unambiguous simple transducer. Then
the môrphism ot2 defined above for T is injective.

Proof: Let w1e6f be a word of minimal length such that thêre exists
another word vv2e8£ with wi^w2 and .wt a2- w2a2. Clearly ^ « 2 ^ 1 . Let
wi ** ex ez- • • et a n d ̂ 2 -f\ f2 • • -fk f° r s ö m e ?> £ ^ 1 an (l î» / i € ST with Ê! # / j .

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications



COMPÖSITIONAL REPRESENTATION OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 249

Let et^(qgi{i)9 ai9 yi9 qgi{i)andfi = (qhl(i), bt> zh qh2{i)). It follows immediately
that t = k and a^bi for all l^i^t. Further, qgia) = C[h1 (i>- Consider now the
matched word between the letters at, ai+1 in eiei+1a2 and fifi+10L2. We
obtain that 2n-2g2(i) + 2gi{i+1)- 1 ̂ 2*-2 ' I 2 ( O + 2'Ii{i + 1 ) - 1, from which it fol-
lows that either qg2ii)^qh2(i) and qgi{i + 1) = qhiii+l) or qg2(i)^qgi(i + 1) and
qh2(i)^

=qh1a + iy The first of these alternatives would imply, however, that
(e1e2, . 'ei)<x2 — (f1f2- • <fda2 contradicting the minimality of wx. Hence we
may assume that for all i<t9 qg2{i)^qgx{i+1) and qh2ii)^qhl{i+iy This meâns
that wt and w2 are compilations of Tfrom qgi(1) to qgi(ty Since Tis unam-
biguous and satisfies the condition (2), it must be that wx = w2* This contradic-
tion complètes the proof. •

On the other hand if t is a rational composition with injective morphisms
as its inverses then cleafly t is a rational function. Thus we have obtained

THÊOREM 4.2: ^^m^Ji^^^1 jp^(Jl U M U ^ f 1 ) * -
In contrast to the gênerai case described in Theörem4.1, the above

theorem does not state that the absence/presence of markers characterizes
the différence between the compösitional représentation of J^ and thé compö-
sitional représentation of !F'^ In the next section we investige (^f U J^j'1)*
and its relationship with J%.

S. MORPHIC COMPOSITIONS AND RATIONAL FUNCTIONS

From the observations in the previous section it follows that
**£(*#* U «#7 V S ^ V lu Section 3 the inclusion J ^ g ^ has been proved,
but the construction there does not preserve simplicity. Indeed* not every
rational function rêalizable by a simple transducer caii be realized by an
unambiguous simple transducer, it turns out that ^ - ( J f \J^ÏXY, which
is precisely the class of simple rational functions with a free monôid as their
domain* Since every regular set of the form R* is a domain of a transducer
from gr+9 &\ strictly includes °U^.

From [2], p. 188S it follows that the functions from <%# n a v e a ffee nionoid
as their domain. We shall now prove that also the functions from
( / U ^ j " 1 ) * enjoy this property. In fact we prove a more gênerai resuit
based on the notion of an unambiguous composition.

Let t - ö t i 1 ^ . . .ót5»(È£- ± 1) be a môrphic composition and let us dénote
T j - a î 1 ^ . . .a? for z- 1, 2, . . , , « . We shall say that t is unambiguous if
^ T-H dom (ot^1 - . /a^)isa singleton for ail wedom(x)j f - 1 , 2, . . ., n. (Hère

vol. 26, n° 3, 1992



250 T. HARJU, H. C. M. KLEUN, M. LATTEUX

an empty composition is identifiée! with the identity function.) Clearly, every
unambiguous morphic composition is a rational function.

LEMMA 5 .1 : Let x be an unambiguous morphic composition. Then dom(x) is
a f ree monoid.

Proof: Let T = a^1 a|2. . .a*", st= ± 1, be an unambiguous morphic composi-
tion. In order to prove that the domain is free we need to show that the
condition uw = wv e dom (x) for u, v e dom (x) implies w e dom (T), see e. g. [6],
p. 106. Let

i> T< H dom ( ( # # . . .ae„«)={^},

} = (m?) xt- O dom (af^ . . . a*«)

and uw = zo = wv. Hence we have for

(uw) xt O dom (af'+V. . . aj») =

for i=0, 1, . . . , « , where uo — u, vo

i=0, 1, . . . , « — 1 either

(1) e £ + 1 = + l and M£ai + ! = «( + !,

(2) e £ + 1 = - l and wi+1 oci+1 = w£,

By unambiguity, (uwv) x£ H dom (afi^^. . .
thus there are words rh s{ such that u^
some integer fc^O.

In case (1), ((r ij î)*'r i)aj+1 = (ri + l ls£+1)* i+

and thus (ri + 1 JI.+n)k' + 1rI. + 1 = (ri + 1 5 i + 1)*«(r i £ + 1)
and further that su0Lt + i = si+1.

In case (2) a similar argumentation yields that

?i+i ai+1= r.- a n d st+1 ai+1 =sf

Now, w = (r0 so)
k° ~1 r0 and thus w e dom (x). D

From this lemma we obtain immediately

LEMMA 5.2: If x e {2tf U <^f 1)*5 r/ien dom (x) w a free monoid.

In the other direction we have

v£+1 and z £ a f + 1 =z i + l s or

«i and z i + 1 a i + 1 = Zi.
^n) = { ut zi} = { zi vx} for ail i, and
^^ vi^siri and Z; = (^5^r£ for

r i+1, where ( ^ ^ a ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^ i ,

£+1). It follows that r fa i + 1 = r,.+ 1

LEMMA 5.3: Let be such that dom(x) is a free monoid. Then

Proof: Let C be a code such that dom(x) = C*5 and let T be a normalized
simple transducer realizing x. Since Tis simple, it has no transitions reading 1.
From the cross section theorem it follows that there exists a regular set

1 Ç\séT such that IT is injective on R and

RIT = (C/f1

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications



COMPOSITIONAL REPRESENTATION OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 251

Since C is a code and IT is injective on R it follöws that R is a code.
Furthermore, IT preserves the lengths of the words and thus IT is injective
on **.

Let D be an unambiguous simple finite automaton with ED = 5 r that
recognizes JR*. We refer to [2], p. 187, for the existence of such a fmite
automaton. From D a new transducer V=(QD,Y,T, Ar, bv, qD, {qD}) is
obtained by setting &v={(p, eIT, e WT, q)\(p, e, 1, q)ebD},

Now, dom(xK) = i?*/T = C* and hence dom(xF) = dom(xT). Moreover, for
all xedom(xF) we have xxK<=xxr, and because xr is a function, this implies
that xv ~ xT.

It remains to show that Fis unambiguous. For this let gu g2esév be such
that g1lv

 = g2^v By t n e définition of F there are hu h2sséD such that
(hiID)ïT = giIv and (htID) WT = gi Wv for i= 1, 2. By the injectivity of IT on
JR*, h1ID = h2ID. Since D is unambiguous, h1=h29 and thus gx=g2 follows
from the définition of bv. •

By combining the above results we obtain

THEOREM 5 .1: <%+ = 3tfs3tfJl 3tf = {2? \J ^JXY^{XE^ ^ |dom(x) a free
monoid].

Note that the condition xeJ5^ in the above statement is necessary. For,
even if a rational function x with a free monoid as its domain has the
property that lx = l, in gênerai it is not realizable by a simple transducer.
As an example consider the nonsimple transducer T with transitions

(qT, b, b, q2), (q2, a, b, q2), (q2, b9 b9 qT)}9

and final states qT, qu q2. Here xTe^ and dom(xr)={<2, &}*. However, the
conditions ax = a, bx = b, abx^aa imply that

In conclusion ^ ^ S ^ \ but % = J r = ,

6. HIERARCHIC RESULTS

In this chapter we present a hierarchy for the morphic compositions with
injective morphisms as inverses according to their compositional length. We
start with a gênerai resuit which connects these compositions to the gênerai
morphic compositions for which a hierarchy was given in [7].

vol. 26, n° 3, 1992



252 T. HARJU, H. C. M. KLEUN, M. LATTEUX

LEMMA 6.1: For every transducer T there exist a morphism oc and a rational
function a such that xT = a~1 a. Moreover, if T is simple then a is a morphic
composition.

Proof: By Nivat's Theorem each rational transduction xT can be repré-
sentée as Ijl{r\séT)WT. The transduction <3 = {C\<séT)WT is a rational
function which can be realized by a simple transducer if T is simple. Hence
by choosing a = IT the claim follows. D

Using this resuit we prove

LEMMA 6.2: JT "x J O f ~x and JtTJ^rx Jff are incomparable.

Proof: Clearly, jf"1 J^Jf'1 is not contained in jf^1 Jf, because the
latter class consists of functions only.

It was shown in [7] that there is a morphic composition xT which is not in
3tf ~1 Jf Jf ~1. By Lemma 6.1 there exist a morphism a and a rational func-
tion a e ( / U £?~1)* such that xT = a~x a. If a = af1 0L2a^1 for some mor-
phisms ai9 2=1,2,3, then x r = (a1a)"1a2a3"1 would be in J^'1^^'1

contradicting the assumption made for xT. Thus a^^f ~l J^fJ^'1. D

In particular, because J^i1^Jf/^^f^f1 ff by Theorem 5.1, we
obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 6.1: 3^j * ̂ fJfj x is properly contained in
It immediately follows from the preceding theorem that the sets 3^J x 3tif

and' 3ff3tff1 are incomparable. The conclusions are collected in Figure 6.1,
where éléments without a Connecting line are incomparable as sets and a
Connecting line indicates that the lower class is properly included in the upper
one.

In addition we have the following characterizations for four of the above
classes.

THEOREM 6.2: (a) 34? = { x e êP\ \ dom (x) = £* for an alphabet E }.

(b) «?ff 1 = {x€«^"!|e|ran.(x) = Zl*s dom(x) = C* with C a code such that

(c) jei1je = {xe J% I dom (x) = C* for a finite code C }.

(d) 3tf$ej l«3f={x6,f! | j| dom (x) is a free monoid}.

Proof: (a) Immédiate from the observations that 1 x = 1 and (uv) x — (u x) (v x)
for ail M, weS*, whenever xeJ^^ and dom(x) = S*.

(b) Immédiate.

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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H

Figure 6 . 1

(c) Let x = oc 1 P for an injective morphism ot:F*->£* and a morphism
P:F*->A*. Then dom(x) = F*a = (Fa)*. Since a is injective, Fa is a fmite
code.

Conversely, assume that dom (x) = C* for a fmite code

and let T={au . . . , U „ ) be an alphabet. Let a :F*-*S* be the morphism
defmed by a^a= wt for i= 1, . . ., n. Since C is a code, a is injective. Now,
dom (ax) = F* which implies that otx e 3tf. Consequently, x = a~1 ax e ffl^1 ffi.

(d) Follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. D

7. ON SIMPLE FUNCTIONS

What we are notably missing in the previous sections is a characterization
of the simple rational functions 3P\ 'm. terms of morphic compositions. Notice
that we do have

by the previous results. We conjecture that there does not exist any "natural"
morphic représentation of J%. More precisely

CONJECTURE: !F\ cannot be represented in the form &*£ fflz>}. . . 2tflk, where
the morphism classes J^i9 i— l, 2, . . ., k, are closed under renamings.

A renaming is an injective morphism oc:£* -> A* such that aoceA for all
letters a e E. Let £Fr dénote the class of renamings. A morphism class #£ is
closed under renamings if J f ^ ^ g Jf.
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If we do not require that the morphism classes in the conjecture are closed
under renaming then ^ \ can be dressed into a compositional form because
every class of simple transductions has an "artificial" représentation as
morphic compositions. To see this let Jf be a class of simple transductions,
say Jt = {xi\i=\, 2, . . .} . Each zi has a représentation as a morphic compo-
sition, T;= oc^1 a^a^ 1 oti4. Moreover, these morphisms can be chosen in such
a way that the domain alphabets of aik and ajk are disjoint for all different /,
j (k=l, 2, 3, 4). Hence the morphisms connected to different transductions
do not mix, and, indeed, ^ \ = j f fx 3tf2 Jf

7^x jf4, where

•**={«»! *=1, 2, . . . } for k=l, 2, 3, 4.

However, if we require closure under renamings, then we can prove that $F\
does not match with our compositional représentations of length three.

THEOREM 7 .1 : There are no classes 3tfu ^f2
 and ^ 3 of morphisms such

that ^ \ = Jf\i J^2
2 3^y> and 2tf\ is closed under renamings.

Proof: First of ail « ^ # 2?'1 jf 2 J^ïx by Lemma 6.2.
Let us assume then that J% = <2f l Jf 2

X ffl 3 and that ^ 3 is closed under
renamings. There is a morphic composition x=a 1 a^ 1 a 3 with a nonfree
domain and thus by Lemma 5.1 this composition is ambiguous. Hence there
is a word u such that card^aj a^"1)^2. We need only to prove that for ail
integers n there is a morphism a in ̂ f 3 such that a is injective on S*, where
card (E) = n. This is because wax a2

 1 (pa)<£^ for a suitable renaming p and
injective a e Jf 3.

Let then E be an alphabet and consider the identity function i :£* - > P .
Clearly, I Ê ^ , and hence by assumption there are morphisms p ; G ^ ,
I = 1 , 2, 3, such that i= Pi PJ1 P3- Suppose p3:Sf ^ E * . For each aeX there
is a letter # 'eS 3 such that û'p3 = a. But now P3 is injective on {a
as required. D
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